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PupBox is usually a monthly subscription box for puppies, focused on development and adapted to the age and size of your dog. Choose from small (target adult weight of 0-20 pounds), medium (adult weight 20-60 pounds), large (adult weight 60-100 pounds), or extra large (100+ pounds). This review is for a large, adult dog box for
$39/month. Quick note: This is the PupBox for an adult dog. The puppy subscription is aimed at an age group of young puppies to help you train and entertain as they grow into adulthood. This box was sent to us at no cost for review. (Check out the ad for the review process to learn more about how we view boxes.) About PupBox The
Subscription Box: PupBox The Cost: $39 per month + free Shipping in the US and $5 shipping to Canada. Save with longer subscriptions. COUPON: Use code MSA60 to save 60% off your first PupBox on a 3, 6, or 12 month subscription. The products: 5-7 items for puppies or dogs plus a full training guide for your dog's age. An item will
always be a bag of USA-made workout treats. You also receive items to help with home training, teething problems, and other puppy developmental stages. Ships to: The US free and Canada for $5 PupBox Adult Dog Box Review August 2020 This month's PupBox feels like such a sweet farewell to summer! It's still super hot where I live,
so this recipe for frozen dog treats was a nice surprise. 1 out of 3 2 of 3 of 3 I'm always looking for new ideas to keep Arch busy, and to keep him cool, and I loved the extra tip to use this recipe on a rope toy! Rope toys need to be heavily controlled in my house, but I think freezing them would be a great way to make them harder and last
longer. 1 of 5 | Images from our review. 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 Soda Pup Nylon Stuffable Cherry Pie My favorite thing Archie can do is get toys out of his toy bin. Yes, there are definitely more useful tricks or commands that he could have mastered, but I can't tell you how cute it is! He walks to the trash can, carefully selects something with his
teeth, and executes it, prancing around, so proud of himself. No matter how many times he does it, I feel like a proud parent at a child's sporting event, I applaud so loudly. It didn't take long for this piece of cake to go firmly into its selection rotation! This hard slab really holds up to his jaws, and he loves to clear it around the house. You
can see the little squares in it that can be filled with super-small treats, cheese or peanut butter, but so far my boy loves this toy as it is. I must remember to return this to his toy bin every time, though - it's pretty slippery against the floor, and it has big stumble 1 of 6 2 of 6 3 of 6 4 of 6 5 of 6 6 of 6 Leaps &amp; Bounds Summer Plush Toys
– Pineapple Fun fact about me – I hate pineapple! My whole life I've never cared about it, but to be sure, I try every few months or so, and my judgment is always the same. As you may know about my mine pup, stuffies are usually a big nope in our house, so I was pretty skeptical about this toy as soon as I saw it in the box! It just goes to
show that PupBox can be really full of surprises. First of all, Archiekins went crazy for this. This cannot be overstated. He absolutely loved it. He grabbed it and immediately started swinging it around, shaking his head, growling, play-bowing, and throwing it around, which I've never seen him do. When he was first introduced, he played with
it for an hour. I'm not sure if it's because he never gets soft toys, or if he loved the pager inside, but this won his heart right away. Secondly, I was really impressed with how well this held up! At bedtime, I pulled this up and out of his reach, just in case, but this toy lasted four days, setting a new record for something soft. Normally my puppy
destroys a cuddle in about ten minutes, so I can only imagine how much fun other puppies would have with this plush toy! Barkworthies American Pride Beef Rib Dog Chew, 8 oz Full disclosure: I usually don't give treats like this to Arch, mostly from my own selfishness, haha! These are usually messy, smelly, and they should be closely
monitored (the box recommended this too, due to the likelihood of bone splinters). Luckily, we were taking a social-away vacation while I had these items, so I didn't even feel a bit bad about putting this on deck so Archie could chomp without a mess! I thought this way he could actually join my husband and me for happy hour - or should I
say yappy hours? (I should regret that pun, but I'm not.) This wasn't as messy as I expected, and while it didn't have the earthy, animal smell I was expecting, it was greasy, and a weird, almost glue-like smell lingered on my fingers long after touching it (and even after washing my hands!). Archie was in heaven, of course, and did that cute
thing where he kept it in his front legs as he munched. It did splinter, but not too bad, and it was easy to check him, take the sharp pieces, and make sure he was safe. These are great for a once-in-a-while treat, but I'd pop them in the fridge in the future to see if that keeps any greasyness from transferring to my hands! 1 of 6 2 of 6 3 of 6
4 of 6 5 of 6 6 of 6 Kong DuraSoft Clover Large As you may have guessed by this point (or by checking other reviews with Archie), I love so many things about my sweet puppy! However, one of the things I really enjoy about my dog is his ability to play alone. He is so good about picking up a toy by himself while my husband and I are on
our computers or checking some Much of the time, he picks up a bone or a nylon chew, and he'll cuddle in his spot between us on the couch and chomp away. It's so sweet and mesing. Other times, he will trot to his toy bin, select something, and just go crazy with solo play! He grabs a toy, and when it bounces around, he'll go after it,
drop it and and and Tail will waddle, and I have to stop myself from laughing out loud so I don't distract him and break the spell of the moment. I've noticed that the best toys for this are the ones that offer unpredictable movement, and this Kong clover does just that! This toy is so deceptively interesting; it doesn't look like much, but it's so
durable while being extremely lightweight. It's great for throwing around, and the tri-pointed shape allows for a ton of bounce and movement that keeps Archie's interest a lot longer than other toys! The material is durable, too - I definitely thought I'd see Archie's fang brands on it, but so far, it's really holding up. I want to see if this thing
floats, see if Archie might want to play with it in the water, too. 1 of 3 | Images from our review. 2 of 3 3 of the 3 OlviPet Healthy Twists Pea &amp; Chicken Treats It wouldn't be a good subscription box for my boy without some treats! I've never seen treats like this - I thought the inclusion of olive oil was really interesting. I can imagine that
the healthy fat from the oil is good for their skin and fur, just as olive oil is good for human skin and hair. I don't think Archie has tasted many peas in his life, but he definitely seemed to enjoy this, and it made me think about getting some peas into his diet in the future! I loved the shape of these, and I thought they were a nice size; bigger
than training treats, sure, but not a huge snack that would ruin a meal. As I said in other reviews, my husband and I love working with Archie on late it, which comes in so handy in real-world applications, and these were great to line up on the floor and work on that command. Verdict: Arch and I always have fun with PupBox, but I have to
say, this is perhaps the best we have received yet! The irony of the excellent pineapple toy is not lost on me; I can't believe how sturdy that plush was! Yes, eventually Archie got to fill the stuffing inside, but it took him so much longer than it usually does, and that really deserves a call. He loves the cake slice toys, and I was also really
impressed with the Kong clover toys. I love seeing the different types of toys that are possible for dogs, and we couldn't have asked for a nicer variety of materials and shapes! I'm glad to have gotten the bone this month so we could enjoy it away from home, and the olive oil treats were a great new ingredient for him to experience. I
thought the value of everything was really top-notch, and Archie had so much fun with everything, I don't think he realizes that many dogs don't get such a good time with so many different toys and goodies! To wrap up: you still have this box when you sign up today? No, you receive the box next month. COUPON: Use code MSA60 to
save 60% off your first PupBox on a 3, 6, or 12 month subscription. Value distribution: This box costs $39 with free shipping in the US, which means you'll pay about $7.80 for each of the 5 items. Check out our other reviews and our list of the best subscription boxes for dogs! What do you think of this paw-some PupBox? Which toy did
you think archie liked the most? Best?
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